
The Beginner's Guide to Writing 
an Essay 

  

A beginner essay writer must keep at his fingertips some basic steps that he in any case must never forget 
while writing an academic essay. Most important those steps involve the 3 basic elements of an essay, 
introduction, body, and conclusion. 

  

 

 

Let us forget the scenario that we are in dire need to write a good academic essay and think for a moment, 
about what we look for in an essay when we read an internet essay? Well, according to my theory, all that 
we look for is the main crux of the discussion or argument, the basic theme around which the whole 

discussion has been built. The thesis statement, in general terms, provides a reader with a sense that this 
given document is going to write my essay and talk about one specific argument and support it with claims. 

  

Sometimes while working on essays and writing flow, we just feel we have written a very interesting and 
communicative thesis statement; however, we neglect the wordiness and the unfocused information that 
converted our thesis statement into a mere compilation of words. To avoid these incomprehensive mistakes, 
we must find how a good thesis statement can be produced. As we know already we have a variety of 

essays based on the type of argument or analysis we are supposed to write my paper. Similarly, we have 
different modifications to perform in our thesis statement accordingly. Based on the types of essay, thesis 
statements are divided into two categories: Informative thesis and persuasive thesis 
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However, that is a wrong belief. A thesis statement can have more than one point to discuss and claim. A 
good argumentative essay usually has a 3 to 5 body paragraph structure which demands a writer to essay 
writing service and informs his reader in his very first paragraph of introduction, the claim, and the possible 
ideas to support that claim within the next 3-5 body paragraphs of the discussion. 

  

A two-point thesis might be the basic need of some essays that need to be taken care of while incorporating 
all the possible facts to support those ideas in a thesis statement. However, essays that have one basic clear 
argument and aim having two or three distinct ideas to justify the argument of the thesis statement make 
up the one overarching thesis statement. You might have had this idea so far that those are the qualities 
that generate a well strong thesis statement while engaging the reader effectively. The basic question of 
concern is even before writing a thesis statement based on the given information. 

  

Many times professors and writing departments provide you with a specific topic to narrow down, take one 
point, concise, compact, argue, and write an essay. If I am supposed to write my essay on a given topic, I 
would require a good topic of discussion to continue my discussion and make a strong thesis statement. But 
in some cases, you are not even informed of the topic and the argument you are supposed to support. In 
such cases, it is necessary to figure out the paper writing service to which you are going to answer in your 
essay. Once you are done formulating a specific idea or topic of the discussion you are going to use a 
specific formula to rearrange your argument and start writing. The following template is going to make a 
good start to your essay and your thesis statement 

  

Through this brief informative discussion, I hope you have had a better idea of what a thesis statement is 
and how it is generated. If any of you have any confusion regarding essay or thesis statement generation, 
even now. You can consult essayhours.com to guide you further. Thesis statement generation is not a very 
difficult and out-of-the-world technique that you might believe you are not capable of. It is a matter of fact, 
as soon as you practice a lot, you can write a good essay with a strong thesis with more speed.  

  

Useful Resources: 

Persuasive Essay Writing - Tried and Tested Guidelines 

Expository Essay Types - An Ultimate Guide 

Research Paper Writing - Guide, Topics and Examples 

Popular Prompts for College Applications Essays 

An Example of a Winning Scholarship Essay 
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